would be to process the incorrect credit memo through to Accounts Receivable and then revise however fix the error on the billing event which can still be deleted once generated as long as they have not been approved yet. You can the scheduled process has generated the credit memo. This is a different behavior than invoices, through to Accounts Receivable. This process is documented

When credit memos are created in PPM, the billing event on which the original invoice is based is

---

Help and Resources

We also use WalkMe to add additional validation to your transactions, WalkMe: In-System Help and Resources

---

Do you wish you could be more involved in the report development process? Are you frustrated with current reports don't meet your needs? Sign up to be a report tester or a reporting subject matter expert! We will call on you for your input when we are developing reports that align with BI & Financial Reporting Needs YOU!

---

Do you desire increased control over how you interact with and consume budget data in EPBCS? If the limitations of standard EPBCS reports leave you wanting more, EPBCS Training in Smart View (Optional for budget preparers using the Excel Smart View add-in ONLY)

---

If the catalog number has been removed by the supplier from their hosted catalog in Oracle Procurement after 11/16/21 should no longer

---

Keep in mind that previously selected values under the list.

---

If an Approver value with an incorrect email is selected, it may cause instead of

---

Oracle Budget: Budgeting Non-Compensation in Smart View

---

Oracle Budget: Budgeting Non-Compensation for Admin Units

---

Oracle Budget: Budgeting Non-Compensation for Academic Units

---

Oracle Budget: Budgeting Salary & Benefits for Academic Units

---

Smart View Ad hoc Querying Course

---

For those looking for a comprehensive overview of EPBCS features, this course includes an introduction to EPBCS, an introduction to Smart View, and an introduction to the Ad hoc Querying feature. This optional training will be particularly beneficial for financial units

---

If you are interested in learning more about the different calendar views in the upper right corner!